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Abstract—Finite-automata are widely-recognized as a funda-
mental computing model with a broad range of applications,
notably network monitoring. We propose a new approach, “ef-
ficient coupled-linear packing” (EffCLiP), that optimizes both
finite-automata size and performance. EffCLiP employs a novel
transition representation that enables a simple addressing op-
erator (integer addition) while providing flexibility to support
transition packing. EffCLiP is a general approach, and we show
how it can be used for not only DFA but also a wide range
of models such as NFA, A-DFA, and Aho-Corasick multi-string
matching. We observe a new structure in finite automata, called
“majority tail” and document its frequency.

Based on these, we present a novel algorithm for efficient
transition packing (efficient coupled-linear packing). We also
present a new finite-automata optimization algorithms “majority
compression” that exploits the majority tail phenomena. Evalu-
ation across a variety of widely-used finite automata workloads
and models show that EffCLiP achieves compression rates as high
as 8.4x and packing densities of 77% for DFA, 2.24x and >99%
for A-DFA, 3.9x and >99% for NFA while supporting high speed
and simple implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Finite-automata are widely-recognized as a fundamental
computing model with a broad range of applications. Use
of finite-automata models is widespread in networking, in-
cluding network monitoring [1], content-based routing [2],
and application-level filtering [3]. There are emerging classes
of computations beyond networking that leverage finite au-
tomata to process large volumes of unstructured data, often
under real-time constraints. Such applications include web-
search and ranking [4], textual data mining [5], Question
Answering systems such as Watson, Siri, Cortana, and Google
Now [6]–[9], and also data-analysis in NoSQL systems [10]–
[12]. Recently, genomics applications started to deploy pattern
matching in performance-critical phase, followed by a more
general-purpose computation. For example, shotgun assembly
includes an all-to-all comparison of DNA reads followed
by a graph-traversal algorithm to recover the chromosome
sequences.

Despite a wealth of research, efficient implementation of
finite automata processing remains a challenging open research
problem and the subject of extensive research. In fact, finite
automata-based applications continue to grow in number and
importance, inspiring development of new variations of finite
automata models [13]–[23]. In the networking domain alone,
the last ten years have seen the publications of more than
400 papers on efficient automata processing, many of them
focusing on algorithm and data structure design.

The challenges for finite automata implementation are the
quantity of resources to represent the state transition matrix
and the speed of transition execution. Deterministic Finite
Automata (DFA) are fast, requiring only a single memory
reference per transition, but with multiple regular expressions,
or translation from NFAs, DFAs can suffer an exponential
state explosion [16], [18], [19], [22]. In such cases, models
such as NFA and other xFA models [14], [15], [17]–[23] that
can express the same functionality with many fewer states
are attractive. These models are typically more complex to
implement, requiring multiple memory references and complex
control that limit the line speed achievable [24], [25]. In an
attempt to combine compact encoding and fast implementation,
researchers have recently explored compression with fixed
hardware combined with optimized transition placement [26]–
[30]. For example, hashing in string matching [26], [31]–[33],
and even perfect hashing [26], [33].

Therefore, our goal is to combine dense encoding (size)
with high throughput (speed). Size is critical because it affects
data movement and working set costs, and throughput is criti-
cal to meet performance objectives. We address both of these
challenges, and produce a combined solution that achieves both
small size and low transition complexity. We first document,
and then exploit a frequent pattern in finite automata that we
term majority tail. The idea of majority tail arises from the
observation that a common pattern in finite automata is many
transitions from a state, 1 share a target state, 2 and most of
transitions from state 2 are self-transitions (also go to state 2).
In this case, we term (1,2) the majority tail of state 1 (see
Section III-D for rigorous definition).

Fig. 1: Majority Tail Phenomenon in ab.*cd

We illustrate this “majority tail” situation for the regular
expression ab.*cd in Figure 1. Every state with its most
frequent transition target state forms a majority tail: (0,0),
(1,0), (2,2), (3,2), (4,2). This phenomena is frequent; we
present measurements from varied finite-automata and their
majority tail frequency is over 99% (see Table I).

The core idea of the EffCLiP is to use a simple operation
(integer addition) on the current state identifier and
input symbol to compute the next transition. However, the
difficult challenge is to name the transitions so that this simple



#DFAs #Maximum Possible Majority Tails #Majority Tails

spyware 23 713,532 70,550
EM 13 29,307 29,307
range0.5 13 30,698 30,444
range1 13 33,214 32,906
dotstart0.05 23 165,297 163,981
dotstar0.1 30 260,347 258,437
dotstar0.2 57 340,414 338,118
bro217 3 2,945 2,945
tcp homenet externalnet 43 105,568 105,545

TABLE I: The Majority Tail Phenomenon in Practical Workloads

operation can be used, and a dense encoding of the finite
automata is achieved. Together these two characteristics enable
fast implementation in hardware.

We propose a new approach that optimizes both finite-
automata structure and encoding, called “efficient coupled lin-
ear packing” (EffCLiP). Our approach introduces a novel tran-
sition representation that increases the size of each transition,
but enables use of a simple operator (integer addition)
on the current state and input symbol to compute the next
transition. The EffCLiP transition representation is the product
of co-design optimization, spanning storage size, execution
efficiency, and hardware complexity [25].1 The slightly larger
EffCLiP transition representation enables flexible, fast com-
pression whilst maintaining finite automata efficiency. Eval-
uation of EffCLiP design on a variety of widely-used finite
automata workloads shows good achieved compression rate
and load factors. Specific contributions of the paper include:

• An abstract definition of a novel EffCLiP transition
representation and coupled-linear packing algorithm
that supports a wide range of finite-automata models
(DFA, NFA, A-DFA,...). The transition representation
employs a simple fixed addressing operator (addition)
and enables fast (linear-time) and effective packing
algorithms.

• Description of majority tail phenomenon in finite-
automata and documentation of its frequency.

• A novel compression approach, called Majority Com-
pression, that exploits the majority tails to improve
compression without increasing transition references
(performance).

• Evaluation of the EffCLiP transition representation us-
ing one concrete instance, and Majority Compression
for a range of finite-automata models (DFA, A-DFA,
and NFA) that show EffCLiP achieves a compression
rate of 8.4x and densities of 77% for DFA; 2.24x and
>99% for A-DFA; 3.9x and >99% for NFA.

• Applying EffCLiP to Aho-Corasick string matching
by constructing an AC-DFA, also shows the flexi-
bility and effectiveness of EffCLiP, achieving 6.65
Bytes/character and a 96% load factor.

II. BACKGROUND

Regular expression matching engines employ finite au-
tomata processing as a basic primitive, so high performance
must be achieved on a variety of platforms. In general,

1A full study of the hardware implementation issues can be found in
[25] which presents a novel architectural approach called Unified Automata
Processor.

approaches face a trade-off between the size of the automaton
and the worst-case bound processing per-character.

A. Finite Automata

Finite automata (FA) [34] are an effective algorithmic tool
for multi-pattern search. In automata-based approaches, the
matching operation is equivalent to a FA traversal guided
by the content of the input stream. Worst-case guarantees
on the input processing time can be met by bounding the
amount of per character processing. For larger pattern-sets and
complex patterns, limiting the size of the automaton becomes
challenging. Deterministic finite automata (DFA’s) are fast,
with every state presenting a single transition for each input
symbol (see Figure 2b).

Fig. 2: NFA and DFA representations for three patterns (a+bc, bcd+ and cde)

An NFA can have many transitions per symbol at each
state, leading to a large number of active states (all of which
require processing). In general, there can be multiple transi-
tions for each of multiple active states. Figure 2a illustrates
multiple active states in an NFA. Any NFA can be translated
into a DFA, but an NFA with N states can require as many as
2N states in an equivalent DFA.

B. Transition Compression

Researchers have shown [16], [18], [19], [22] that “state
explosion” happens only with complex patterns (typically those
containing bounded and unbounded repetitions of large charac-
ter sets). So, one approach is to use the DFA model for speed,
but compress the transitions using alphabet reduction [27],
[30], [35] or run-length encoding [35]. These representations
do not alter the number of states in the DFA, but reduce the
number of transitions or total size by exploiting the transition
redundancy in realistic DFA structures.

C. Extended Finite-Automata

Another approach is to extend the finite-automata model
to capture complex structure more efficiently. Innovation typ-
ically begins with DFA as the base because of its good
performance. Then, features are added to extend the finite-
automata model – counters, special transitions, labels, and so
on that allow special structures to be encoded more efficiently
(in terms of states and transitions). Finally, algorithms are
developed that analyze and optimize the finite automata while
translating them to the extended finite automata. Examples of
extended finite-automata approaches include default transition
compression (D2FA,A-DFA) [14], [15], [26], state merging
[36], δFA [37], multiple-DFA [13], [38], hybrid-FA [17],
history-based-FA [18], XFA [19], counting-FA [21], JFA [20],
SFA [22], and dual-FA [23].



Notation Description

Q a set of DFA states
Σ the alphabet
δ a DFA transition function
p, q a DFA state
EL effective length
A a set of accepting states of a DFA
mq the majority of state q
sq the binary transition vector of state q
tq a state picked for q to form sq
P a post-packing set
M binary vector
M a linear name space, |M| = |Σ| × |Q|

TABLE II: Basic Notation

All of these FA models, including NFA and DFA, have
equivalent expressive power, but differ significantly in encod-
ing size (depending upon both FA model and implementation)
and per-transition computation. As we show, EffCLiP can be
used to densely encode and efficiently implement all of these
models. In Section III-E, we show how it can be applied to
half a dozen exemplar FA models.

D. String Matching Finite Automata

We also compare EffCLiP to a narrower class of string-
matching FA’s; amongst the best studied and optimized. Be-
ginning with the Aho-Corasick (AC) automaton [39] that
has deterministic worst case performance, many multi-string
matching variations [31], [33], [40], [41] have been proposed.
For a set of string patterns, an AC automaton is constructed by
resembling a trie with links between the various nodes/states.
Each node/state on the trie corresponds to a valid prefix
of strings and links on a trie are known as go to transi-
tions. Another type of links are known as failure transitions.
They allow fast transitions between failed pattern matches
to branches with a common prefix. Several researchers have
proposed hashing to implement transitions [26], [33], [40],
requiring either additional translation table, or that the hash
function be programmable to match the FA structure. In the
former case, additional memory references are needed. In
the latter, the requirement of programmable hash hardware
increases the complexity and energy, and reduces the speed
of implementation. As we’ll see, EffCLiP solves both of these
problems, combining a simple transition operator (addition)
with high load factors without translation table.

III. EFFCLIP AND MAJORITY COMPRESSION

We define basic notation then introduce an abstract EffCLiP
transition data type. That data type, defined by its operations, is
sufficient discussion of optimization issues. To enable quanti-
tative evaluation, a concrete instance of the EffCLiP transition
is introduced in Section IV.

A. Basic Definitions

A DFA is a 5-tuple (Q,Σ, δ, q0, A), where Q is a finite set
of states, Σ is the alphabet , δ : Q × Σ → Q is a transition
function, q0 is a start state, A ⊆ Q is a set of accepting
states. All notations being used in following sections are listed
in Table II. Our goal is to store a DFA in a linear name
space M , whose transitions are addressed by simple hardware
operator of (current state,symbol), even with different kinds
of compression schemes.

Defn 1. M is called an n-dimension binary vector if M ∈
{0, 1}n.

Defn 2. The effective length of −→v is defined as EL(−→v ) =
j−i+1, where −→v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) is an n-dimension binary
vector, i is the index of its first non-zero coordinate and j is
the last.

Defn 3. The load factor α of a binary vector M is given
as follows: α = K

EL(M) , where K is number of non-zero
coordinates in M .

Defn 4. Define binary transition vector (BTV) of q as follows:

sq(n) =

{
0 if δ(q, ϕ(n)) = tq
1 otherwise

where ϕ is a bijective function: {1, 2, . . . , |Σ|} → Σ, n ∈
{1, 2, . . . , |Σ|}, tq ∈ Q or tq = ∅.
Defn 5. P is called a post-packing set if P contains all
elements that aren’t needed for linear packing but needed to
be put in M after linear packing.

For example, let tq be an any state ∈ Q. For every
state q, we arbitrarily pick a state tq , construct a BTV sq .
Tuple(q, tq), can be considered as the representative of all
transitions originating from state q going to state tq . Since
we are going to store the representative transition : (q, tq) in
M instead of linear packing all transitions from q to tq , we
put the tuple (q, tq) in the post-packing set P . After linear
packing, we put P in M .

B. EffCLiP Transition Representation

We present an abstract transition representation, enabling
discussion of linear packing and majority compression

First, we define several abstract basic operations to perform
EffCLiP DFA state traversal. We use C++ style pseudo-code
such at t.foo() where t is the current transition, and foo() is
the transition class function invoked on t.

• t.EffCLiP transition(source,input,target,info,attachment)
constructs an EffCLiP transition. source and input label
each transition uniquely, enabling a signature check for
match. target is transition destination. info encodes the
transition type for the “non-regular” case, attachment
is used in those cases.

• t.get transition(symbol) fetches a transition computed by
integer add of the current state and input symbol. This
is the “regular” case.

• t.signature check(transition,symbol) returns true if transi-
tion matches current state and symbol, otherwise false.

• t.get transition explicit() fetch the transition using the ex-
plicit address in attachment.

• t.accept() returns true if current state is an accepting state.

After picking tq for every state q and construct BTVs
associated with tq , we place the EffCLiP transitions and any
post packing set element (P ). Optimization of their placement
compatible with our simple addition addressing operator in
subsequent sections. For FA optimizations that store a single
representative transition (q, tq) to denote a set of transitions



Algorithm 1 DFA Traversal(q0, in)

let post-packing set P ← ∅
for all dfa transitions tr :(source,symbol,target) and tq,∀q
do

tr.EffCLiP transition(source,symbol,target,info,attach.)
add (q, tq) to P

end for
Put EffCLiP transitions and post-packing set P in memory

//====== start state traversal
symbol← in.head
initialize trcur
while symbol 6= null do
trfet ← trcur.get transition(symbol)
if trcur.signature check(trfet, symbol) then

if trfet.accept() then
AcceptProcedure(trfet)

end if
trcur ← trfet

else
trcur ← trcur.get transition explicit()

end if
symbol← symbol.next()

end while

from q to tq , attachment explicitly specifies the transition.
This name is used when signature check fails indicating where
to find the needed representative transition (depends on the FA
model). Algorithm 1 shows the corresponding state traversal.

The core idea of the EffCLiP is to use a simple operation
(integer addition) on the current state identifier and
input symbol to compute the next transition. However, the
critical element is to name the transitions so that this simple
operation can be used, and a dense encoding of the finite
automata is achieved. Together these two elements enable
fast implementation in hardware. To begin, for each state q,
EffCLiP picks a state tq from amongst its transition targets,
and defines (q, tq) as the representative transition for q.

C. Linear Packing for DFA

At a high-level, EffCLiP linear packing has three steps.

1) Pick tq for every state q, form the post-packing set, and
construct a set of binary transition vectors from transition
function δ.

2) Place those binary transition vectors in a linear name space.
3) Add elements of the post-packing set to the name space,

filling gaps that correspond to unused names.

Linear Packing Formulation

Given a DFA (Q,Σ, δ, q0, A) and a name space M of size
|Q| × |Σ|. The linear packing problem is formulated as shown
in Figure 3. Where M is a linear name space with each name
storing a EffCLiP regualr transition. The goal is to place the
DFA compactly. The transition function δ is converted to be a
set of binary transition vectors (BTVs). The placement problem
then formulated as how to place the BTVs in M such that the
“1”s in one BTV do not overlap those in other BTVs. Every
state has a unique identifier and every name in M at most
stores one transition.

minimize
M∈{0,1}|M|

max{EL(M), αEL(M) + |P |}

subject to
|Q|∑
i=1

h(si, li) = M, si ∈ S, li ∈ L

li 6= lj , ∀i 6= j

where
L = {0, 1, 2, . . . , |M| − 1}
S is a set of BTVs derived from δ

P is the post-packing set
α is the load factor of M

h : S × L → {0, 1}|M|, [h(si, li)](n)

=

{
si(n− li) n ∈ [li, li + |Σ| − 1]

0 otherwise

Fig. 3: Formulation of Linear Packing

A Greedy Linear Packing (GLP) Algorithm

The size of the post-packing set |P | is a constant after we
pick tq for each q ∈ Q. Let’s assume α ≤ 1 − |P |

EL(M) , or
α→ 1,so the optimization target is as follows:

minimize
M∈{0,1}|M|

max{EL(M), αEL(M) + |P |}

⇔ minimize
M∈{0,1}|M|

EL(M)

Later we demonstrate how each finite-automata model
meets this assumption. To minimize the effective length of M ,
we propose a heuristic greedy linear packing algorithm (GLP).
Our GLP places longest BTVs first, the heuristic is based upon
the notion these are the hardest to pack whilst short BTVs are
relatively easy to pack. Let n be the number of states in the
DFA. GLP time complexity is O(n) and memory size is O(n).
The inputs of GLP are a set of DFA states Q, a list of binary
transition vectors S, a list of state identifiers N that stores the
mapping between BTVs and states. The GLP’s output is a set
R of tuples (new identifier, old identifier).

GLP starts packing every BTV from the beginning of
M, and tries to insert it without overlapping “1”s. For 8-bit
symbols, the length of each BTV is 256, so checking for
overlap is a constant time operation. Inserting a BTV always
succeeds, as it can always be inserted after last “1” in M. With
the initial size of |M| = |Q| × |Σ|, the successful placement
of each BTV is guaranteed. With the return tuple set R, each
BTV’s location is defined in M. The new identifier of each
state is actually the start position of its BTV in the linear
name space M, each state is also renamed. After all the states
have been renamed, we assign elements of post-packing set P
unused names in M.

D. Majority Compression

With the EffCLiP transition representation, we have shown
how to create a working finite-automata implementation. Here
we present the majority compression optimization which ex-
ploits the EffCLiP flexibility to do effective compression
of majority tails, whilst maintaining the simple next state
transition function – integer addition.



Algorithm 2 GLP (Q,S,N ,R)

sort S = {s1, s2, . . . , s|Q|} based on EL in decreasing order
update N = {n1, n2, . . . , n|Q|} correspondingly
L ← φ
let M be a name space contains all 0, s.t. |M| = |Q| × |Σ|
for i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , |Q|) do
loc← 0
insert← false
while insert = false do
test← false
while test = false do
test← true
for j ∈ (loc, loc+ 2, . . . , loc+ |Σ| − 1) do

if M[j] ∧ si[j − loc] then
test← false
break

end if
end for
loc← loc+ 1

end while
l← loc− 1
if l /∈ L then
L.add(l)
R.add((ni, l))
insert← true
M[l, l + 1, . . . , l + |Σ| − 1]← si

end if
end while

end for
return R

Defn 6. We say Mq is the majority set of state q of a DFA
(Q,Σ, δ, q0, A), if Mq = {p ∈ Q : |Γq,p′ | ≤ |Γq,p|,∀p′ ∈ Q},
where Γi,j = {γ|δ(i, γ) = j, γ ∈ Σ}, i, j ∈ Q.

Defn 7. State mq is called the majority of state q if mq ∈Mq ,
where Mq is the majority set of q. For every q, if |Mq| > 1,
we fix mq arbitrarily.

Defn 8. Tuple (p,mp) is called a majority pair, where mp is
the majority of state p.

Defn 9. We say (p, q) is a majority tail if q = mp and q = mq ,
where mq,mp are the majorities of state p, q respectively.

A state’s majority set reflects finite-automata redundancy
over transitions that share the same source and target. Each
state and its majority target form a majority pair and may also
form a majority tail. Thus, the total number of majority pairs
and maximum number of majority tails in a DFA are both |Q|.
Our measurements suggest that in real DFA workloads, most
majority pairs are also majority tails (more than 99%). With
this observation, we are able to shrink DFA size by employing
the EffCLiP representation without sacrificing performance.

Picking mq to be tq during the binary transition vec-
tor sq construction for state q and storing mq in the
attachment of EffCLiP transition representation has 2 bene-
fits: 1) Tuple(q,mq) represents the most numerous transitions
originated from q. Making (q,mq) the representative transition
for q avoids storing all transitions from q to mq , achieving
compression. Because (q,mq) is a majority tail, we can
avoid additional memory references if signature check fails

as we already have the needed data stored in attachment
in current transition: mq is the next state, (mq,mq) is a
Majority Tail, and mq is not an accepting state. With this
information we create a synthetic transition, avoiding the need
to fetch one from memory. (if mq is an accepting state,
we never pick mq as tq). By assigning tq = mq,∀q ∈
Q, |P | = |Q| − |Nnorm|, where P is the post-packing set
and Nnorm = {p|(p,mp)is a majority tail, p ∈ Q}. Usually,
|P | ∼ 0.01|Q|, and EL(M) > |Q|. Therefore, α ≤ 1− |P |

EL(M) .
For EffCLiP to support Majority Compression, we need to add
one more abstract operation.

• t.type() returns the type of the current transition (MAJOR-
ITY PAIR,MAJORITY TAIL,DEFAULT TRANSITION,
DEACTIVATE) from encodings in the info bits.

The remaining abstract EffCLiP transition operations are as
in Section III-B. Next, we demonstrate a complete example of
majority compression algorithm with EffCLiP representation
using Greedy Linear Packing (GLP).

Algorithm 3 Majority Compression (Q,Σ, δ, q0, A,M)

S ← φ,N ← φ,P ← φ,R ← φ,D ← φ
initiate every basic block in M to be 0
//====== construct BTV list S and post-packing set P

for q ∈ Q do
construct BTV sq from δ
S.append(sq), N .append(q)
if (q,mq) doesn’t form a majority tail then
P.append(q,mq)

end if
end for
//====== place EffCLiP transitions based on R
R ← GLP (Q,S,N ,R)
for q ∈ Q do

for α ∈ Σ do
let (δ(q, α), lδ(q,α)), (q, lq), (mδ(q,α), lmδ(q,α)

) ∈ R
if tuple(δ(q, α),mδ(q,α)) /∈ P then
M[lq + α] = (lq, α, lδ(q,α),MajTail,lmδ(q,α)

)
else
M[lq + α] = (lq, α, lδ(q,α),notMajTail,ADDR)

end if
end for

end for
//====== put post-packing set P in M

for (p,mp) ∈ P do
let (mp, lmp), (mmp , lmmp ) ∈ R
if tuple(mp,mmp) /∈ P then

insert (null, null, lmp ,MajTail,lmmp ) at addr if
M[addr] = 0

else
insert (null, null, lmp ,notMajTail,ADDR) at addr if
M[addr] = 0

end if
D.add((mp, addr))

end for
//====== update ADDR field in M

for (p, addr) ∈ D do
replace ADDR with addr for all M[i] if mt = p, where
(t,M[i].target) ∈ R

end for



The majority compression algorithm first forms a list of
BTVs and stores representative transition for each state which
cannot be synthetically created because they cannot form a
majority tail with their majority. Next, GLP determines the
start locations of all BTVs. Knowing the exact location, all
transitions (EffCLiP regular transitions) in a binary transition
vector (denoted by “1”) are placed as a 6-tuple transition (here
we omit accepting information which is actually encoded in
info). Finally, updating attachment in all EffCLiP transitions
to add the explicit address of tuples (representative transitions)
in the post-packing set P.

E. Generalization to D2FA, NFA, and String Matching

EffCLiP for D2FA and A-DFA Recall A-DFA (an improved
version of D2FA) explores transition redundancy for standard
DFA by using default transition compression. As part of the
implementation process, A-DFA creates irregular structure,
making transition addressing by simple operator (state,symbol)
difficult. Hashing [26], [40] is a commonly approach, but
it suffers from inability to guarantee successful placement
and unstable achieved packing. EffCLiP solves this problem
efficiently for A-DFA. The construction of BTVs for A-DFA is
simple: we let tq be the default state of state q. For states using
default transitions, the location of the default state is stored in
the attachment and the info identifies the attachment type.
If the signature check fails, we fetch the transition based on
attachment which contains the address of default transition.
The post-packing set P is empty, |P | = 0, which meets the
assumption (α ≤ 1− |P |

EL(M) ). We extend the EffCLiP t.type()
with DEFAULT TRANSITION. Majority Compression can
also be applied to A-DFA using EffCLiP extended abstractions.
A-DFA’s have root states with full transition representations
which are susceptible to our Majority Compression. Similarly,
for non-root A-DFA states, we can compare default transition
compression and Majority Compression and pick the one
produces least transitions.

EffCLiP for NFA From an operational point of view, the
primary distinction between NFA’s and DFA’s is that an NFA
may follow multiple transitions for a single input symbol.
We encode this possibility in EffCLiP by chaining concurrent
transitions together through the attachment. We pick one
transition of NFA if one state has concurrent transitions on
the same symbol, treat it as regular transition, and put the rest
in the post-packing set P . GLP is used to allocate all regular
transitions. Then, we put the post-packing set containing the
remaining concurrent transitions in the memory. Because the
full names of each concurrent transition is encoded in the
attachment, there are no layout implications. Although |P |
increases, NFA has much fewer transitions than DFA, thus
making linear packing much easier and the load factor α→ 1.
We extend one EffCLiP abstract operation.

• t.get transitions(symbol) returns 1 or more transitions. For
an NFA, one state may have several transitions for the
same input symbol. One of them is addressed by simple
addition of current state and symbol, rest are chained
using the attachment, and placed as part of the post-
packing set.

In Algorithm 4, we present a generalized state traversal

algorithm supporting DFA, A-DFA, NFA, and Majority Com-
pression.

Algorithm 4 Generalized Traversal(q0, in)

for all transitions tr :(source,symbol,target) and tq,∀q do
tr.EffCLiP transition(source,symbol,target,info,attach.)

end for
linearly pack EffCliP transitions
symbol← in.head
initialize trcur, add {trcur} to T , let T ′ ← ∅, S ← ∅
while symbol 6= null do

for ∀trcur ∈ T do
T ′ ← trcur.get transitions(symbol)
for ∀trfet ∈ T ′ do

if trcur.signature check(trfet, symbol) then
if trfet.accept() then

AcceptProcedure(trfet)
end if
trcur ← trfet

else
switch (trcur.type())
case MAJORITY TAIL:
trcur ← (null, null, trcur.attachment
, MajTail,trcur.attachment)
break

case MAJORITY PAIR:
trcur ← trcur.get transition explicit()
break

case DEFAULT TRANSITION:
while !trcur.signature check(trfet, symbol)
do
trcur ← trcur.get transition explicit()
trfet ← trcur.get transition(symbol)

end while
trcur ← trfet
break

case DEACTIVATE:
continue

end switch
end if
add {trcur} to S

end for
end for
T ← S, S ← ∅
symbol← symbol.next()

end while

EffCLiP for JFA, XFA, and counting-FA Next we briefly
note our support for JFA [20], XFA [19], counting-FA [21],
this is achieved by attaching rules and actions associated with
the transitions. Each time we verify the fetched transition,
an evaluation on the rules is performed. If the evaluation
is true, we do the associated actions. For example, JFA has
jump action, variable actions, XFA and counting-FA have
counter actions; each of the actions is triggered under certain
conditions.

EffCLiP for Aho-Corasick String Matching Fixed string
matching usually uses AC algorithm which has goto functions
and failure transitions. Without changing EffCLiP abstract op-
erations, AC-DFA string matching can be naturally supported
by treating the failure transitions as EffCLiP default transitions



and requires no change to our abstract operations.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Metrics

Metrics for Finite Automata Models
•Compression Rate: size of baseline

total memory , includes unused memory.

•Memory Utilization: 1 − wasted memory (empty)
total memory , this metric is

similar to load factor.

•Majority Tail Fraction: # of majority tails
# of states , this metric reflects the

frequency of the majority tail phenomenon.

•Memory Size: Total memory footprint for a whole regular
expression dataset.

Metrics for String Matching
• Load Factor: to evaluate the memory utilization for hash-

based schemes.

•Memory Size: total memory footprint for a whole string
dataset.

•Memory/char: total memory
total characters with memory in bytes, shows

the effectiveness of the AC-string matching compression
scheme.

B. Workloads

The workload for evaluating EffCLiP on finite automata are
taken from synthetic datasets described [24], [42]. We evaluate
EffCLiP for string matching on both synthetic (EM) and an
actual large dataset (snort). The snort workload only contains
string patterns extracted from the Snort 2.9.4.6 version [1]. For
the purposes of this evaluation, we have selected 9000 distinct
string patterns among over 50K patterns.

Workloads for Finite Automata Models
• spyware (462 patterns) [24]

• EM (1000 patterns) [24]

• dotstart0.05, dotstar0.1, dotstar0.2 (1000 patterns each) [24]

• range0.5, range1 (1000 patterns each) [24]

• bro217 (217 patterns) [42]

• tcp homenet externalnet (733 patterns) [42]

Workloads for String Matching

• EM (1000 patterns) [24]

• snort (9000 patterns) [1]

C. Concrete EffCLiP Transition Implementation

We describe a concrete EffCLiP transition representation,
and later use it quantitatively evaluate our approach. We also
detail how to implement DFA, A-DFA (an improved version
of D2FA), NFA, and Majority Compression using EffCLiP.
The general view of memory layout is shown in Figure 4. We
use a two dimensional Full Table layout for DFA as baseline
and a one dimensional linear array layout for EffCLiP. The
detail basic transition block is shown in Figure 5.

(a) EffCLiP (b) Full Table

Fig. 4: EffCLiP and Full Table Implementation General View

Source Input Target Info Attach.
17 8 17 3 17

(a) EffCLiP (bits)

Target Accept
17 1

(b) Full Table (bits)

Fig. 5: EffCLiP and Full Table Transition Formats

In EffCLiP, the source (17 bits) and input (8 bits) imple-
ment signature check – verifying the matches with the current
state. The target (17bits) the regular transition target (for this
input character). The attachment (17bits) stores an explicit
additional transition address or state identifier used for majority
pair, majority tail, and default transitions, etc. The info (3bits)
describes the type stored in the attachment and acceptance
information. For example, if info encodes a default transition,
the attachment has the address of default transition. For
NFA’s, attachment is used to chain multiple active states
together. Given the basic transition size of |basiceff |, then
we can write the memory size of an EffCLiP encoded FA as:

MEMeff = |basiceff | · EL(M)

We use the Full Table implementation of DFA as baseline
for both DFA and A-DFA (shown in Figure 4b) and NFA
implementation in [24] for NFA baseline. We construct a two
dimensional table T for the DFA transition function δ, where
|T | = |Q|×|Σ|. The ith entry in row q denotes the target state
p of q with the ith input symbol in Σ and if p is an accepting
state. The basic block in Full Table uses 17 bits to denote the
state identifier and 1 bit to denote the acceptance. The memory
size of Full Table is given by:

MEMft = |basicft| · |Σ| · |Q|

D. Workloads

Any concrete implementation has address space limits. We
partition large workloads into expression sets that match the
address sizes in Figure 5a. As many patterns as possible are
grouped into each address space. In Table III, we show the
number of partitions, total states, and baseline memory size for
experiments across DFA, A-DFA, and NFA. A-DFA workloads
show additional information – # root states, # states with
default transition depth to root of 1, and # states with default
transition depth to root of 2. We don’t show the number of
non-root states with ≥ 3 to-root depth.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we show the evaluation result of EffCLiP
with DFA and DFA under Majority Compression, A-DFA, and
A-DFA under Majority Compression, and NFA.



Dataset DFA Experiment A-DFA Experiment NFA Experiment
#Par #States Baseline(KB) #Par #States #Roots #Dep1 #Dep2 Baseline(KB) #Par #States Baseline(KB)

spyware 23 713,532 40,136 17 152,367 66 6,013 9,641 85,706 1 7,408 522
EM 13 29,307 16,485 1 29,008 1 2,021 17,592 16,317 1 28,048 410
range0.5 13 30,698 17,267 1 45,626 35 2,355 31,436 25,664 1 27,760 717
range1 13 33,214 18,683 1 61,074 79 2,726 38,662 34,354 1 28,811 922
dotstart0.05 23 165,297 92,979 15 330,475 937 177,167 60,656 185,892 1 28,262 911
dotstar0.1 30 260,347 146,445 24 473,526 1,514 309,861 77,688 266,358 1 28,347 901
dotstar0.2 57 340,414 191,483 45 542,209 2,391 383,568 88,114 304,992 1 27,936 891
bro217 3 2,945 1,657 1 6,533 1 515 2,317 3,674 1 1,924 N/A
tcp homenet externalnet 43 105,568 59,382 29 315,195 187 25,637 47,128 177,297 1 13,447 N/A

TABLE III: Experiment Configurations and Workload Properties

A. DFA: Full Table vs EffCLiP

Using DFA Full Table implementation as baseline with
a basic block size shown in Figure 5b, we describe both
EffCLiP with a Full Table implementation and EffCLiP DFA
with Majority Compression using the basic block size shown
in Figure 5a.

For a structured DFA implementation using Full Table,
first EffCLiP requires more space per transition, increasing the
total memory size (see Figure 6). After majority compression
is employed, the compression rate increases dramatically.
Figure 6, a geometric mean of 4.65x reduction can be achieved
by EffCLiP with Majority Compression across all workloads. It
is noted that Bro217 only manages a 1.15 compression rate due
to low levels of sparsity in the transition table when employing
Majority Compression.

Fig. 6: DFA Compression Rate

Memory utilization is shown in Figure 7. Employing Ma-
jority Compression Full table wastes a lot of space (96%), but
EffCLiP achieves much denser packing, overall > 50% load
factors. In short, EffCLiP’s flexibility enables compression that
more than makes up for its larger basic transition size.

Fig. 7: DFA Memory Utilization

B. A-DFA: Full Table vs EffCLiP

A-DFA employs default transition compression to exploit
the basic DFA transition redundancy. With DFA Full Table as
baseline we use default transition compression (also known as
A-DFA,D2FA) and encode it with EffCLiP transition formats.
Then we repeat, adding Majority Compression.

Fig. 8: A-DFA Compression Rate

As shown in Figure 8, A-DFA on EffCLiP achieves high
compression. The reason for this is that default transition
compression exploits transition redundancy among states and
destroys the regular structure of the DFA, requiring the use
of root states. As a result, EffCLiP achieves an overall
29.2x compression rate across workloads over DFA Full Table
baseline. Adding Majority compression increases the achieved
compression, by additional factors as high as 2.24x (dotstar0.2)
and by a geometric mean of 1.55x across all benchmarks. Peak
compression rates achieves surpass 40x. With the switch from
default to majority compression, benefit arises mainly from
shrinking of root states and by reducing transitions for non-
root states. The memory utilization is shown in Figure 9. A-
DFA with EffCLiP and A-DFA with EffCLiP and Majority
Compression both achieve high memory utilization.

Fig. 9: A-DFA Memory Utilization



C. NFA: Full Table vs EffCLiP

Here we use the NFA implementation in [24] as baseline,
comparing it to NFA using the EffCLiP transition representa-
tion. [24] implements NFA transition table as symbol-first rep-
resentations: encoding transitions as a (source, destination)
list with a metatable of start positions for each symbol. source
and destination are each 16 bits.

Fig. 10: NFA Compression Rate

Our results show that NFA on EffCLiP achieves signifi-
cantly better compression, including 3.9x on spyware workload
and over 1.85x for all workloads (see Figure 10). The overall
compression rate improves 2.5x over [24]. Notably, an NFA
has fewer transitions than the corresponding DFA, but more
transition references per input symbol. An NFA has little tran-
sition redundancy, but often has irregular structure – making
structured layout inefficient. As shown in Figure 11, NFA on
EffCLiP enables dense packing with this irregular structure,
achieving a high load factor (> 97%) across all datasets.

Fig. 11: NFA Memory Utilization

D. String Matching: Hash vs EffCLiP

String matching is another branch of pattern matching.
Different from regular expression matching, string matching
has fixed patterns (no Kleene closures and wildcards), thus
hash-based encoded schemes are widely deployed. For
this experiment alone, we assume the EffCLiP transition
representation is 64 bits instead of the 62 bits shown in
Figure 5a. We compare the memory cost of the EffCLiP
methods in AC string matching with existing approaches
(Table IV). For perfect hash schemes [33], EffCLiP achieves
higher load factor (97%) than (2D)P 2 − Hash (90.9%)
with no need for a separate translation table, which causes
additional memory references. EffCLiP is among the most
compact AC-DFA/AC implementations for string matching.
The AC algorithm provides an upper-bound for the mem/char
of EffCLiP, which is 8 bytes per character in worst case where
no redundancy in a set of string patterns can be exploited. We

also evaluate our EffCLiP scheme with a much larger dataset
(9000 snort rules), and it only needs 1 partition compared to
CDFA [40] and B-FSM [43] schemes which require several
serval partitions on much smaller datasets.

E. Majority Compression and Transition References

Implementing finite-automata usually is a memory versus
transition references tradeoff (DFA vs. A-DFA vs. NFA).
However, by employing Majority Compression and EffCLiP on
DFA, we achieve compression (see Figure 6) without increas-
ing the number of transition references per input symbol. As
mentioned in earlier sections, if a state and its majority forms
a majority tail it guarantees 1 transition reference per input
symbol. Otherwise, one more transition reference is needed
if signature check fails. In practice, the fraction of majority
tails in a DFA determines the number of transition references
for one input symbol. In Table I we documented the fraction
of majority tails, showing that for realistic datasets over 99%
states can form a majority tail with their majority.

Fig. 12: Breakdown for Analyzing Majority Compression Impact on A-DFA

Comparing A-DFA and A-DFA EffCLiP with Majority
Compression is intricate, depending on the varied performance
of A-DFA and its root states as well as majority tail and
majority pair. For regular transitions (signature check suc-
ceeds), it’s a single transition reference in both systems. When
signature check fails, there are four different cases as shown in
Figure 12. In case 1 (blue), it’s a root state in A-DFA that also
forms a majority tail. In this case, both systems require only
one transition reference, but A-DFA requires a larger memory
representation (full table) for a root state. In case two (red), A-
DFA requires three transition references, but A-DFA EffCLiP
with Majority Compression can exploit the majority tail, so it
requires only one reference. In case three (green), A-DFA has
a root state, so it requires only one reference, A-DFA EffCLiP
with Majority Compression will require two references. While
slower, A-DFA EffCLiP with Majority Compression is still
much smaller. In case four (purple), A-DFA requires three
transition references, and A-DFA EffCLiP with Majority Com-
pression only two. So, with comparable size, A-DFA EffCLiP
with Majority Compression is faster. So in summary, A-DFA
EffCLiP + Majority Compression outperforms A-DFA in red
and purple cases, and has the same performance, but a smaller
memory size in blue case. In green, A-DFA has the advantage
on transition references but has larger memory size.

Notably, the fraction of all A-DFA states that use Majority
Compression is≤ 1%. Overall, these results show that majority



AC types #Rules # Partitions Total characters Load factor Total memory Mem/char
EffCLiP AC-DFA 1K 1 35.4K 0.97 236KB 6.82B
EffCLiP AC-DFA 9K 1 312.6K 0.96 2030KB 6.65B
(2D)P 2-Hash [33] AC 6.4K 1 105K 0.91 699KB 7.6B
(2D)P 2-Hash [33] AC-DFA 6.4K 1 105K 0.91 767KB 8.33B
CDFA [40] AC-DFA 1.8K 2 29K NA 129KB ∼ 256KB 4.45B ∼ 8.2B
B-FSM [43] AC-DFA 1.5K 4 25.2K NA 188KB 7.4B
Bitmap [41] AC 1.5K 1 18.2K NA 2.8MB 154B
Path Compression [41] AC 1.5K 1 18.2K NA 1.1MB 60B

TABLE IV: Aho-Corasick String Matching

tail fraction differs from < 1% (range0.5,range1) to > 93%
(spyware,EM,bro217,tcp) across all workloads, and an average
of 55% root states, which probably matter the execution speed
most, form a majority tail.

F. A Summary of EffCLiP Compression

Fig. 13: EffCLiP Memory Size Progression

Figure 13 is a summary of EffCLiP and Majority Com-
pression for DFA and A-DFA for dotstar0.2 workload. First
moving from DFA Full Table to DFA EffCLiP increases the
memory size – the cost of EffCLiP transition flexibility. But,
when Majority Compression or A-DFA default compression
are added, the memory size shrinks dramatically, to far smaller
than the original strucure. Finally combining the Majority
Compression and A-DFA gives the most compact size, at
similar performance.

VI. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

With growing network link bandwidths and unstructured
data sizes, the appetite for higher performance finite-automata
processing continues to grow rapidly. Research and commer-
cial efforts for efficient implementation of finite automata can
be organized into three basic categories: algorithm and data
structure approaches for software implementation on tradi-
tional CPU’s and GPU’s, application-specific integrated cir-
cuits (ASICs), and field-programmable gate array’s (FPGA’s).
We summarize representative approaches in each category,
comparing and contrasting with our EffCLiP research.

A. Algorithms and Data structures for CPU’s and GPU’s

Algorithm and data structure techniques all seek to create
small tables for finite-automata, and simplify the computa-
tion required to do each transition. Small tables increase the
effectiveness of caches, simplifying the computation reduces
instruction count.

For example, multiple Alphabet Compression Tables
(ACT) [27] exploits redundancy in target states, translating

the automata to avoid storing same target multiple times for a
particular state. The Alphabet Compression Table act as meta
data required to achieve highly-compressed implementation of
an unstructured DFA. However, the MACT approach requires
additional memory references to access the ACTs for one
input symbol and the ACT sizes often large (#ACT × |Σ| ×
log2 |Q|bits). So, the benefits of automata size reduction are
mitigated by the need to maintain ACT tables in the memory
hierarchy. Majority Compression captures the redundancies
targeted by MACT. In contrast, Majority Compression com-
bined with the EffCLiP transition representation exploits them
without the penalty of ACT tables. The EffCLiP transition
structure enables a DFA to be densely packed in memory, and
no additional serialized memory references are required for
transitions.

Another approach is to exploit default transitions for more
efficient encoding. D2FA and A-DFA [14], [15] use this
approach to exploit transition redundancy. However, doing
so creates an unstructured DFA, raising the question of how
to pack the DFA yet maintain a simple addressing function.
CD2FA [26] solves this problem by using a hash function
to address the non-root states. To achieve a perfect hash with
addresses generated using the hash function CD2FA treats
D2FA states with more than five transitions as root states,
adding a discriminator for each state label. The probability of
finding a perfect match depends on actual constructed bipartite
graph and the complexity of finding a perfect matching is
O(n3/2). For each root state, a full transition representation
that stores a row of a “full table”, and employs direct ad-
dressing. These root states wind up relatively large, usually
occupying half of total memory used. The flexibility provided
by the EffCLiP transition representation and our simple ad-
dition operator allow EffCLiP to efficiently pack transitions
with O(n) running time in an unstructured FA together without
penalty of root states. Thus EffCLiP achieves similar high load
factors (> 97%) as CD2FA (100%) with less construction
time and guarantees the perfect matching.

Another approach is to construct an alphabet translation
table for a given hash function for the specific DFA, thus
enabling both dense packing and use of a hashing function.
(2D)P 2-Hash [33] takes this approach for multi-string match-
ing, it progressively construct a translation table achieving
the perfect hash for the AC automata. However, the success
of translation table construction for a given hash function
isn’t guaranteed. Therefore, there is the need to customize the
hash function for the specific DFA. Compared to AC-DFA
with (2D)P 2-Hash, AC-DFA with EffCLiP achieves lower
memory/character (6.65 bytes/character) and a higher load
factor (97%) without the need for a translation table. Further,
EffCLiP construction running time complexity is the same as



(2D)P 2-Hash (O(n)) whilst guarantees packing success. Even
better EffCLiP is not limited to multi-string matching, but can
also be used to implement other finite-automata models.

Despite these many optimizations for software implemen-
tations of FA’s on CPU’s and GPU’s, realized performance is
relatively low. Specifically, the best published performance is
40 Mbps (DFA) and 4.9 Mbps (NFA) on CPU’s [24] and 235
Mbps (DFA) and 40 Mbps (NFA) on GPU’s [24]. To achieve
higher speeds customized hardware approaches are required.

B. Application-specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)

The design of custom logic for state transition and use
of multiple customized memories can significantly increase
performance. Brodie et al. [35] details an ASIC design for DFA
that employs run-length encoding, alphabet compression, an
optimized encoding to minimize the memory requirement, and
multi-symbol processing for throughput. Their 65nm design
was estimated to achieve 16 Gbps total system throughput.
Designs targeting memory-based solutions have been recently
adapted and extended to TCAM-systems [44], reporting es-
timated multiple-stream throughput varying from 2 to 60
Gbps for DFA. IBM’s PowerEN is an SoC that adds ASIC
hardware for regular expression matching to a conventional
RISC processor [45]. The ASIC hardware achieves multi-
stream throughput of 20-40 Gbps, with single streams typically
around a few Gbps. All of these are well below PowerEN’s
theoretical peak of 73.6 Gbps. Finally, Micron recently in-
troduced a commercial product, the Automata Processor [46],
which implements the NFA model tightly-coupled to a DRAM
chip. This system achieves throughputs of 1Gbps per DRAM
chip. The primary challenge for these ASIC approaches is
inflexibility. They achieve high performance, but at the cost of
hardwiring the DFA model to achieve high efficiency. EffCLiP
can support many models, and we believe can be implemented
with comparable efficiency as these ASIC’s. So, EffCLiP has
the potential to dramatically increase the flexibility of FA
processing on ASICs. The one outlier is the Micron AP, where
the hardwired model is NFA. While there’s no doubt the
NFA model is more powerful, the Micron AP has other “hard
limits” imposed by physical structures such as row sizes (in the
DRAM) and switch structures in the AP. EffCLiP, because it is
based on a general memory structure has no similar limitations.
We are exploring an ASIC approach that integrates EffCLiP
style finite-automata sequence logic into a programmable core
[25], [47] combining high performance with both automata
flexibility and integration with higher-level software systems.

C. FPGA’s: Encoding the FA directly into Logic

FPGA’s have a special advantage over ASIC approaches
when it comes to finite-automata. The FPGA approaches en-
code the FA structure directly in combinational and sequential
logic [48]–[50], avoiding the interpretive overhead required for
both ASIC and software designs. As a result, despite slower
base logic, the FPGA designs achieve higher performance on
single input streams (1 to 15 Gbps). However, if they are to
be used in general processing system, FPGA designs require
complex integration of programmable hardware and tool chains
for creating the FPGA designs. And further, the resulting FA
implementation in FPGA, while high speed, is typically not
easily integrated with higher level software processing.

D. EffCLiP’s Core Uniqueness

EffCLiP is unique in its use of a larger, but more flexi-
ble transition representation. That representation allows it to
achieve greater packing density (load factor) than hash-based
approaches and traditional full table representations employed
by CPU and GPU systems. And this compression is achieved
with fast, linear-time compression algorithms. But beyond that,
the flexibility of the EffCLiP transition also enables simple
implementation of addressing, supporting high speed imple-
mentation in software and hardware. EffCLiP complements ex-
isting hardware approaches, providing a potential avenue both
to increase their flexibility and breadth of applicability. And,
given the simple addressing function (integer add) employed
by EffCLiP, speed may be enhanced as well.

VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Our primary contributions are enabled by a new transition
representation, the EffCLiP transition that solves the historical
tradeoff between load factor and simplicity in addressing func-
tion. With a linear-time “coupled-linear packing algorithm”, it
achieves both high load factors and use of a simple integer add
operation, supporting both small memory size and high speed
of implementation for finite automata.

Further, we observed and documented a new FA redun-
dancy called “majority tail”, and describe a new FA trans-
formation, Majority Compression, that significantly reduces
FA size. This optimization is well supported by the EffCLiP
representation. The compression rate is as high as 8.4x, 2.24x,
and 3.9x for DFA, A-DFA, and NFA respectively with memory
utilization as 77%, 99.5% and 99.5%.

Interesting directions for future work include: further ex-
ploration of EffCLiP in customized hardware structures [25],
characterization of Majority Compression on workloads drawn
from additional FA domains, and given the EffCLiP can be
viewed as an abstract data type, other concrete implementa-
tions of the transition that may be suitable for even higher
speed implementation.
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